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Summary

We present an automatic estimator for the proper matrix rank, including matrices with a low signal-to-
noise ratio, and apply it to signal-to-noise enhancement filtering via the MSSA method. Considering
the eigenvalue distribution obtained through the SVD, we estimate the signal and the noise variances
based on the energy of the eigenvalues. We can calculate the signal-to-noise ratio of the matrix with
the ratio between the estimated variances; we call this function SNRk. By using calibration matrices
(matrices with known rank but with additive random noise), we applied the SNRk function and found
that the estimator is accurate, precise, and stable for a wide range of noise levels. In the case of
seismic field data where the actual rank of the matrix is unknown, we found that the SNRk still gives
a search range, which contains the best low-rank approximation. It is possible to include the SNRk
function into workflows that depend on low-rank approximations such as Singular Spectrum Analysis
to automatize the rank selection.

Introduction

The main target of seismic data processing is to apply changes to the seismic data to facilitate its
interpretation. One way to achieve this goal is through signal-to-noise ratio enhancement. A battery
of tools for signal-to-noise ratio enhancement have been developed and studied extensively, and they
fall into different categories, depending on the domain they work or the type of noise that they aim to
attenuate (Yilmaz, 2000).
Some of the algorithms used to attenuate random noise are based on low-rank approximations of the
input data. One example of these algorithms is the Multichannel Singular Spectrum Analysis (MSSA)
filter (Oropeza and Sacchi, 2011). The obstacle of this approach is finding a quantitative criterion to
define the best rank for the low-rank approximation.
The objective of this work is to present an estimator of the signal-to-noise ratio based on the energy
of the matrix’s eigenvalues. The assumption is that for a matrix with rank k, the k-largest eigenvalues
estimated via SVD correspond to the desired signal. Beyond k, the eigenvalues are associated with
noise, and their rate of change becomes nearly constant. It is possible to compute a ratio between
both energy levels and consider it a signal-to-noise ratio estimator that can be used to define the best
rank to reconstruct the signal.

Theory

Let us consider a signal r( f ,x) that has one linear event and additive noise:

r( f ,x) = s( f ,x)+n( f ,x) (1)

Where s( f ,x) corresponds to the noise free signal, and n( f ,x) corresponds to the added band-limited
noise. If we consider the covariance matrix of r( f ,x), and taking the expectations at both sides of the
equation, the model depicted in equation 1 becomes

Crr = E[rrT ] = E[ssT +nsT +snT +nnT ] . (2)
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Assuming that the noise and the signal are not spatially correlated, the above expression gets sim-
plified as

Crr = E[ssT ]+σ
2
NI . (3)

The expectation operator can be seen as a generalization of the weighted average of many real-
izations. In the case of seismic data, where we may only have one realization of the signal, it is
convenient to re-arrange the information into a Hankel Matrix (M). Assuming stationarity, the data
organized into a Hankel matrix increases the redundancy by including the information from neigh-
boring coordinates. The data covariance matrix Crr can be estimated from the data by taking the
expectation of MMT . Hence, the Eigenvalues of the matrix M, can be used to characterize the en-
ergy of the Eigenvalues of the covariance matrix. In the case of the proposed model with a single
event, the rank of the matrix E[ssT ] is known (one, as the number of events), and therefore, there is
only one eigenvalue different from zero. On the other hand, σ2

N (the variance of the noise) defines
the minimal eigenvalue of the matrix M. A constant term dependent on the noise variance is added
to each eigenvalue of the matrix M, but this added term is so small relative to the signal variance
that the signal variance estimated from the largest eigenvalue will not be primarily affected (Key and
Smithson (1990)). Based on this analysis, the largest eigenvalue allows the formation of signal, while
the rest of the eigenvalues represent the noise variance in the following way:

λ1 = σ
2
S +σ

2
N and λi = σ

2
N f or 2 ≤ i ≤ M′ . (4)

The variance of the noise can be estimated as the average of the minor eigenvalues of M, in the
following way:

σ̃
2
N =

M′

∑
i=2

λ̃i

(M′−1)
(5)

And remembering the definition made in equation 4, it means that the variance of the signal can be
estimated as:

σ̃
2
S = λ̃1 −

M′

∑
i=2

λ̃i

(M′−1)
(6)

Then, an estimation for the signal to noise ratio can be obtained with a ratio of the variances, leading
to the proposed SNR by Key and Smithson (1990):

SNR =
[λ̃1 −∑

M′
i=2

λ̃i
(M′−1) ]

∑
M′
i=2

λ̃i
(M′−1)

(7)

Notice that the SNR definition of Key and Smithson (1990) considers one single event, and therefore,
only one eigenvalue describes the signal. We propose to take this SNR definition and generalize it for
k events. This means that signal is related with the kth largest eigenvalues, and the noise’s variance
is estimated with the remaining eigenvalues. The proposed signal to noise ratio (SNRk) is:

SNRk =
[∑k

i=1
λ̃i
k −∑

M′
j=k+1

λ̃i
(M′−k−1) ]

∑
M′
j=k+1

λ̃i
(M′−k−1)

(8)

Now let us consider the case of a seismic cube in the F-XY domain. The matrix M, can be a Hankel
Block Matrix of a frequency slice of this cube; this is shown in figure 1. The rank reduction of this
Hankel block Matrix to attenuate random noise has been extensively discussed by Oropeza and Sac-
chi (2011). It is possible to use the definition proposed in equation 8 to calculate the SNRk of different
low-rank approximations to the Hankel block matrix M (figure 2). Knowing that the wavelet has a
limited bandwidth, instead of calculating the SNRk for the entire frequency range, we can calculate it
for a narrow band around the dominant frequency of the signal. To enhance the overall behavior of
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the function, we applied a local normalized stack of the curves on this narrow frequency band (figure
3).
Finally, we consider that the rank k, which has the maximum signal-to-noise ratio (in terms of the
SNRk function), represents the best low-rank approximation of the matrix M. In the following figures,
we will see an overview of the entire workflow for rank estimation.

Hankel Block Matrix

X

Y

ω

X

Y

t

Data cube

FT & HK

Hankel Block Cube

Figure 1: The data cube is a single realization of a measurement. If we apply a Fourier transform
(FT) and apply a Hankelization operator (HK) we can increase the redundancy of the data by bringing
information from adjacent coordinates. Noise and signal in this matrix can be separated if the rank of
the noise-free Hankel Block Matrix (M) is known.

Hankel Block 
Matrix

SVD SNRk

Figure 2: The Hankel Block Matrix is decomposed using the SVD, and the SNRk function is applied to
the eigenvalue’s distribution. The result is a curve with estimated signal-to-noise ratios as a function
of rank (used for low-rank approximation).
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Figure 3: The SNRk function is calculated for a frequency band around the dominant frequency of the
data ω0. Finally, a normalized stack is applied (each curve is normalized to have the mean at 0).

In the next section, we will apply the entire rank estimation workflow for several calibration matrices
and a real pre-stack dataset.

Results

Calibration matrices

We created several calibration matrices with known rank and different signal-to-noise ratio levels.
When we applied the flow for rank determination, the true rank of the matrix was determined accu-
rately. The calibration matrices consist of different dipping events and a Ricker wavelet of 30Hz.
In figure 4, we show four synthetic data sets with known rank and their corresponding rank estimation
based on the SNRk function. The lower limit for signal-to-noise ratio to get an accurate rank determi-
nation is 0.3. Below that value, the energy of the eigenvalues starts decaying at a primarily constant
rate, and identifying a clear peak becomes impossible.

Real seismic data cases

The case of actual seismic data poses a difficulty: the rank of the matrices is unknown. A simplifica-
tion can be done for pre-stack data by applying an NMO correction to CMP gathers. In this case, by
assuming zero-offset reflection, the theoretical rank should be 1. Without any doubt, the presence
of random noise, residual move-out, and multiples will increase the rank of the matrix. The data se-
lected is a vintage 2D Seismic Line acquired in the 70s, with a Primacord source and 24 traces fold.
The geological setting is the Andean thrust belt. The reason for evaluating this workflow under such
severe circumstances is to check how the information of the SNRk function correlates with the user-
made rank selection just by parameter testing. We can make quality control of the rank estimation
by analyzing the results of an MSSA de-noising flow. We expect to have an over-filtered effect for
erroneously low ranks, while we will be just adding back noise for large values of rank. From figure
5 to figure 9, we see the result of applying the MSSA de-noising to the pre-stack data for different
low-rank approximations. Notice the characteristics of the difference (right panel).
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Figure 4: a) A calibration matrix with known rank 1. b) A calibration matrix with known rank 2. c) A
calibration matrix with known rank 3. d) A calibration matrix with known rank 4. Notice that all cases
consider the presence of random noise, and the SNRk shows a maximum amplitude in the true rank.

Figure 5: The result of applying an MSSA with a rank 1 approximation to the pre-stack dataset.
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Figure 6: The result of applying an MSSA with a rank 5 approximation to the pre-stack dataset.

Figure 7: The result of applying an MSSA with a rank 10 approximation to the pre-stack dataset.
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Figure 8: The result of applying an MSSA with a rank 15 approximation to the pre-stack dataset.

Figure 9: The result of applying an MSSA with a rank 20 approximation to the pre-stack dataset.
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Looking at the differences between input and filtered data from images 5 to 9 we see that for really
low ranks (1 to 5), there is a severe signal leakage. From rank 10 to 15, we see less signal leakage,
and at the same time, the filtered data shows a better signal-to-noise than the input data. Finally, in
figure 9 we notice that taking the rank beyond rank 20 shows no significant improvement. We can
still identify some energy from the strong reflector around 2 seconds, but increasing the rank seems
worthless to recover this information without adding noise. We can conclude that the proper rank for
this dataset should be between ranks 15 and 20. Now let us take a look at the SNRk function for this
dataset.

Figure 10: SNRk function for the testing pre-stack data. Notice that the base of the curve (minimum
normalized SNR) signals the area at which increasing the rank no longer improves the data.

From the previous figure, the lowest SNR values can be found starting from rank 20, which is when
increasing the rank further does not improve the filtered data. There is a correlation between the
lowest part of the curve and the maximum relevant low-rank approximation. We consider that for field
data, the SNRk function can be used to bound the rank that best describes the complexity of the data.

Conclusions

We have proposed a method to automatically estimate a matrix’s rank based on an estimated signal-
to-noise ratio. Noise attenuation workflows with core algorithms based on rank reduction can inte-
grate this rank estimation method. We proved that for calibration matrices (matrices with known rank),
we could estimate the rank of the matrix accurately for SNR values as low as 0.3. For lower SNR
values, the "noise level" eigenvalues become too large to determine the rank accurately. This also
happened in real data, where the "noise level" eigenvalues contain too much energy, and getting an
absolute rank value seems complicated. Nonetheless, we suggest using the method to explore the
data and place boundaries (a maximum relevant rank) for the low-rank approximation. Our sugges-
tions for further work include:

• Test the workflow on other types of pre-stack data (higher fold or different types sources) to
check if we reach the same conclusion.

• Use the automatic rank determination along with rank-reduction de-noising methods for auto-
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mated preconditioning workflows that may be related to processes requiring pilot traces (such
as residual statics) or automated preconditioning of pre-stack data for velocity analysis in com-
plex areas.
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